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Chart represents information gathered from MLS statistics at a specific point in time.

*Over 35% in contract is usually indicative of a sellers’ market. Under 25% in contract is usually indicative of a buyer’s market. 25%-35% in contract indicates a balanced market.  
Charts represent information gathered from MLS statistics at a specific point in time.

  
    

  
    

 


  


 









HISTORICAL PERCENT OF HOMES IN CONTRACT
Single Family Homes (not including condos)

 
   

    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    




Chart represents information gathered from MLS statistics at a specific point in time.

  
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    




Chart represents information gathered from MLS statistics at a specific point in time.

   
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    




Chart represents information gathered from MLS statistics at a specific point in time.

as of November 30, 2012


